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‚Decoupling‘ is at the core of‚Decoupling  is at the core of 
Sustainable Development.

And it‘s at the heart 
f th d f thof the agenda of the 

International 
R P lResource Panel



How can we conceptualize 
S t i bl D l t?Sustainable Development? 



Sustainable development means small ecological footprints p g p
and a high Human Development Index (HDI)
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Alas, only one country currently populates 
the sustainability rectanglethe sustainability rectangle

Cuba
Source: 
Global Footprints Network



If 7 b people had US American footprintsIf 7 b people had US American footprints, 
we would need 5 planets Earth



We seem to be destabilizing Greenland. (Freshwater coverage 
during Summers 1992 and 2002)g )

. 



Sea level rise can take catastrophic speed! 
(after Michael Tooley. Global sea‐levels: floodwaters mark sudden rise. Nature 342 (6245), p 20 ‐ 21 1989) 

Sea water table (meters)



If the Greenland ice breaks off, 
a billion people are in danger of 
losing their homes, mostly in 
Asian agglomerations.



So far, carbonSo far, carbon 
footprints grow in 
all sectors, 
including mobility. 

Source: Priority Products and Materials.
UNEP Resorce Panel, Nairobi, 2010, p24.



Generally, GDP goes with CO2 intensity. We have to break this 
correlation, i.e. create a Kuznets Curve of decarbonization. co e o , e c e e u e s Cu ve o dec bo o

„rich and 
carbon free“ 



And help poorer countries tunneling through it.

„rich and 
carbon free“ 



Three methods of decarbonization:

•Less CO2 in energy

•Less energy in wealth

•Less wealth



Conventional thinking suggests:Conventional thinking suggests:
•80%: Less CO2 in energy

•10%: Less energy in wealth

•10%: Less wealth

100%100%



Less carbon in energy? Such as nuclear?
Not after Fukushima!Not after Fukushima!

The Tsunami causes a nuclear desaster 
( NTV Japan) 

The radioactive cloud after 7 days
(Blog alexanderhiggins.com)



… or carbon capture and storage (CCS)? 
Th t i ki l t f !That means sinking a lot of money!



how about… how about 
„bio-fuels“:

- an ecological           
nightmare! 

Endless maize fields

Endless palmoil plantations



…how about solar, wind, hydro or geothermal? They are fine in 
moderate sizes but can be nasty in very large quantities.

PV as large as airports? (Saxony, Germany) Wind turbines,‐ do you want such neighbours?

Hydrodams?  Always big conflicts . Geothermal? As deep as the Alps are high…



Let‘s calculate: if 1b people (the rich) achieve 20% 
new renewables, that‘s 1/35 of what you would need 

for 7b people on earth. 

Developing 
countries 

NIC‘s

Old industrial-Old industrial-
ized countries

And now imagine a 35fold increase of today‘s biofuelsAnd now imagine a 35fold increase of today s biofuels 
plantations, wind power, hydopower, solar power. It‘s an 
ecological nightmare!



To avoid that nightmare, we better opt forTo avoid that nightmare, we better opt for 
this one:

•30% Less CO2 in energy

•65%: Less energy in wealth

•5%: Less wealth5%: Less wealth 

100%                               .

That is still a 5 – 10-fold increase 
of renewables, but at the core it’s
a new technological revolution! 
That’s what we should go for!



... meaning nothing short of a Green Kondratiev g g
Cycle, - after five brown Cycles.

TV, aviation, 
t

Biotech
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Energy productivity, 
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Infrastructures will be backbones 
of the new Cycleof the new Cycle.

One example now: H2 grid 
instead of coal, gas, oil, electricalinstead of coal, gas, oil, electrical 
power.



Energy infrastructures. H2-grids fed by wind & solar power + 
electrolysis and steam reformed biomass. 

Source:



H2 grids: Fourfold efficiency increases on the supply sideH2 grids: Fourfold efficiency increases on the supply side.  

Source:

Today: primary energy 13 EJ
65%

Tomorrow 3.5 EJ 
13% losses



Efficiency is an exciting arena.

Let me encourage you to think 
bold about efficiency!



Imagine a bucket 
of water of 10 kgof water of 10 kg 

weight

How many 
Kilowatt-

hours
d d t liftdo you need to lift 
it  from sea level 

to the top of   
Mount Everest?Mount Everest? 



1 kwh

The answer is:The answer is: 
One quarter of a 
kilowatthour!kilowatthour!

(knowing that one watt-( g
second is one Joule or one 
Newton-meter; ¼ kwh is 
900.000 watt-seconds)



December 2009 March 2010 October 2010

Bold efficiency thinking is at the heart of Factor Five

December, 2009 March, 2010 October, 2010 

y g



A factor of five in the increase of resource productivity 
could pull or push most countries into sustainability!
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Bob Lutz: let engineers run the show, not MBA‘s.

Source:  Rana Foroohar, TIME July 18, 2011, p 16



Let‘s now look at some of the 
technologies that are relevanttechnologies that are relevant 

for infrastructures.

Here we are mostly talking y g
about the demand side.



Superefficient cars
Amory Lovins’ “Hyper-car”, or 
“Revolution”:  Carbon fibre; fuel 
cell or hybrid; < 1,5 l/100km 

p

Today’s fleet
6-12 l/100km



CO2-reduction: electric cars fueled by wind power. 

Atlanta

CO2-Efficiency



…or use „pedelecs“ for city transport 

(lik Tübi ‘ L d M B i P l d )(like Tübingen‘s Lord Mayor Boris Palmer does) 

Energy and space 
efficiency



“Passive houses”: a factor of ten more heat efficient



LED replacing incandescent bulbs: a factor of 10. 

Philips 7W  Master  LED

Energy efficiency



From Portland cement to geopolymer cement
( fl h f l l )(e.g. fly ashes from coal power plants).

Energy efficiency



From using water once to purifying (recycling) it. 
This one of the biggest infrastructure challenges!

Water efficiency



City structure, - infrastructure again

Energy and space 
efficiency

USA Copenhagen (above)
Freiburg , Vauban (below)



Train infrastructures. China will soon have the 
bi t hi h d il tbiggest high speed rail system.

Amtrak Shinkansen

Time and resource efficiency



From endless business travel to telepresence meetings



Overcoming crazy logistics (e.g. for strawberry yoghurt) 



Aluminium recycled instead of from bauxite

Source: www pitoipa deSource: www.pitoipa.de

Energy & material  efficiency



From excessive mining to the Cyclical Economy. 



Metals recycling. Huge 
surprises ….



Specialty metals recycling rates are below 1%!! 
(Int. Resource Panel: Graedel et al, 2011)



What does this mean in terms of infrastructures?

First class waste recovery systems; and product 
design facilitating the recovery of valuable metals.



Next question:Next question:

Is the efficiency revolution 
coming from alone?coming from alone? 
Or do we need to intervene? 
And if so, in which way?



If we want developing 
countries tunnel throughcountries tunnel through 
the decarboization curve, 

the best solution is perthe best solution is per 
capita equal CO2 emission 

rights worldwide.

It was proposed in 2007 by the IndianIt was proposed in 2007 by the Indian 
PM Manmohan Singh.  It means the 
North would have to go shopping for g pp g
emission rights in the South.



This „carbon justice“ approach would 
make it profitable in developing countries 
to become very energy efficient and to 
turn to renewable energies. 

Efficiency technology would rapidly 
migrate to the South. And hundreds of 
plans for new coal power plants could be 
scrapped.



Domestic regulation: Avoid super-g p
bureaucratic systems.

Let prices steer the direction and 
let engineers and in estors do thelet engineers and investors do the 
details. 



Prices do matter. Here are collapsing prices (left)Prices do matter. Here are collapsing prices (left)
and corresponding explosion of airair traffictraffic (right)



Long term price elasticity of fuel consumption is very high!

Source: Jesinghaus,
in Weizsäcker & 
Jesinghaus, 1992



Let us try and understand the dynamics of the 
Industrial Revolution And learn from itIndustrial Revolution. And learn from it.

Labour productivity rose twentyfold sinceLabour productivity rose twentyfold since 
1850.  It did so in parallel with wages!!



Labour productivity and wages rose in parallel.p y g p

This is a fifty years time-window from the United States



Resource prices, conversely, were falling over 200 years, 

Prices of industrial commodities & energy in constant dollars

p , y, g y ,
encouraging wasteful use of resources.

Prices of industrial commodities & energy, in constant dollars

2000-2004



Therefore we shall need a political 
d i i ifi i ll idecision to artificially raise energy 
prices. And do that in parallel with 
documented efficiency increases, so 
that average expenses for energy g p gy
services would remain stable. 
(Some low life-line“ prices should(Some low „life-line  prices should  
be accepted for the poor.)



High energy prices need not hurt the economy. Japan 
blossomed during the 15 years of highest energy prices!blossomed during the 15 years of highest energy prices!  



O l f thi i i dOne lesson from this is: pioneers need 
not wait for the slow ones. I therefore 
suggest creating an alliance of the 
speedy ones, of the game winners.p y , g



Who would win, who would lose?
(1. inside countries)

Winning: high tech; crafts; science; 
d ti b i il deducation; green busines; railroads; 

maintenance; culture; high quality. 

Losing: lorries, aircraft industry, heavy 
industry, urban sprawl, wasteful consumers.y p



Who would win, who would lose?
(2. among countries)( g )

Winning: Europe, East Asia, developing 
countries poor in natural resources. That is 
some 90% of the world population!

Losing: USA, Canada, Australia, Russia, 
commodity exporting developing countriescommodity exporting developing countries. 
But they all can become winners too!



Four take home messages:

• An efficiency Kondratiev is in the making.
• Infrastructure are at the core of it.
• A long term price signal is the best 

condition for letting sustainable 
infrastructures grow.

• Alliances of winners domestically and 
internationally can kick it off.


